Despite theoretical assertions of berkelium (Bk) being the only transplutonium element that can exhibit +III and +IV oxidation states in solution, evidence of a stable oxidized Bk chelate has so far been elusive. Using a siderophore derivative, stabilization of the heaviest 4+ ion of the periodic table was achieved under mild aqueous conditions. The resulting Bk(IV) complex exhibits unprecedented sensitized luminescence through ligand-to-metal energy transfer, but also inhibits Bk interactions with the protein siderocalin, a mammalian metal transporter. Formation of this neutral Bk(IV) coordination compound contrasts sharply with the corresponding negatively charged species incorporating neighboring trivalent americium, curium and californium (Cf), which are sequestered by siderocalin, as evidenced by Xray diffraction analysis of the Cf(III)-ligand-protein ternary adduct, the first example and crystallographic characterization of a Cf macromolecular assembly. Combined with theoretical predictions, these data open a chapter in transplutonium chemistry and prepare for innovative Bk separation and purification processes.
elements encountered in measurable amounts in nuclear chemistry, namely americium (Am), curium (Cm), and californium (Cf). Element 97, Bk is a peculiar case in the actinide (An) series because it is "light" enough to be formed by multiple neutron-capture processes during nuclear detonations or in today's nuclear fission reactors, to such extent that it raises concerns for nuclear waste management 1, 2 . However, its only isotope available in bulk quantities, 249 Bk, has a relatively short half-life of 330 days, which hinders its use in chemical studies. In contrast, 243 Am (t1/2 = 7,370 yr) and 248 Cm (t1/2 = 340,000 yr) are long-lived isotopes that can be produced and purified on the multi-gram scale.
Likewise, Cf (Z = 98), although heavier than Bk, is easier to synthesize and investigate thanks to the relatively stable isotopes 249 Cf (t1/2 = 351 yr) and 252 Cf (t1/2 = 2.65 yr). A consequence of its extreme rarity as a laboratory material and its highly radioactive nature, very few Bk coordination compounds have been characterized to date 3, 4 and little is known about the behavior of Bk in environmentally and biologically relevant species. 5, 6 Due to the special stability afforded by the half-filled 5f 7 electronic configuration, Bk is the element among the actinides heavier than Pu that can most readily be oxidized from oxidation state +III to +IV in aqueous systems; its neighboring elements, Am, Cm, Cf, and Es having only limited or inexistent stability as M 4+ ions. 7 Even though rutherfordium (Rf, Z = 104) is expected to exhibit coordination chemistry properties similar to those of zirconium and hafmium and would therefore also readily form a stable M 4+ ion in solution, 8 its isotopes are shortlived (from s to ~1.3 h half-lives) and Bk is, until now, the heaviest element of the periodic 14 The difference in stability between the Bk(IV) and Bk(III) species formed with these common anions is, however, not strong enough to make Bk(IV) readily accessible. In fact, once tremendous efforts are made to oxidize Bk(III) in these mineral acids, Bk(IV) complexes are naturally reduced within a few hours or even minutes. [15] [16] [17] More exotic approaches to stabilize Bk(IV) have used saturated pyrophosphate solutions, 17 acidic mixtures of bromate and heteropolytungstate K10P2W17O61, 18 or triphenylarsine oxide in pure acetonitrile, 19 all transient and difficult systems to implement in separation processes or for the sequestration of Bk in vivo. A more realistic strategy was proposed in the early 1970's using highly concentrated carbonate solutions, 13, 16 with a conditional oxidation potential Bk (Figure 1 ) has caught growing attention as a therapeutic decorporation agent for its bio-compatibility, its low toxicity, [21] [22] [23] and its strong efficiency at sequestering An and Ln ions, . [24] [25] [26] [27] The hard donor octadentate ligand 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO) binds d-and f-block metal ions through its four 1-hydroxy-pyridine-2-one (1,2-HOPO) functionalities with extremely high affinities (Supplementary Table S1 ). Besides its ability to chelate 
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Bk redox potentials being usually 50 to 100 mV lower than their Ce counterparts, A striking difference is observed between the An(III) and An(IV) complexes, with respective absorbance bands centered at 318 and 305 nm, as shown for Am(III) and Pu(IV) ( Figure 1C ), and the Bk species displaying a maximum absorbance at 305 nm for this sharp band characteristic of the 1,2-HOPO * transitions. In addition, the Bk complex exhibits a ligand-to-metal charge transfer band centered at 400 nm, a feature also observed with Pu(IV) and Ce(IV) complexes. 26, 28 Absorbance spectrum assignment to Bk(IV) was further corroborated by theoretical calculations ( Figure 1D ).
Luminescence properties have long proven instrumental for An complex characterization but most studies focused on Cm species, owing to the 5f Figure S1 ) and characteristic of energy transfer from the ligand 1,2-HOPO units. 27 The observed structured four-peak emission is due to ligand field splitting of the emitting state, J = 7/2, as the spherical symmetry of the half-filled 5f (on the order of ~50 nm, or ∼1100 cm−1) have been noted in 5f systems before, 35 the relative decrease in inter-electronic repulsion in this Bk species is remarkable, especially when compared with the corresponding Am(III) 27 and Cm(III) 25 species that displayed respective relative shifts of the order of 1% and 2.5%. Table S11) using methods analogous to those derived for corresponding Ln (Sm) and An ( Table S11 ). The coordination differences between the Sm and 249 Cf structures are noteworthy, as both metal ions are comparably sized, 39 and suggest that the Cf 5f orbitals may participate in increased orbital mixing. 
D
Current processes to separate Bk from Am, Cm, Cf, and fission products after production necessitate numerous steps and use strong oxidizers such as bromate to segregate Bk(IV) from the non-tetravalent ions. 3 Liquid-liquid extraction steps involving mixed mineral acid and organic solvents as well as multiple final separation steps using ion-exchange columns are almost always included in those processes 3, 40 , even in the case of more recently reported rapid separation techniques 41 . The nonrecognition of [Bk Scn-containing medium, followed by discrimination using either size, mass, affinity, polarity or solubility differences. However, the separation of Bk(IV) from other M(IV) ions potentially present during Bk production, namely Zr, Ce, Th and Pu, also presents a challenge. The Ce-Bk pair is currently known as the most difficult due to the almost-identical redox properties of the two elements, 3 which has led to complicated solvent extraction or ion exchange techniques. [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] Figure 3D Finally, the protein/ligand-based separation strategy described here could be used to design cleaner and softer methods for metal ion sorting based on bioengineered systems. Materials. Chemicals were acquired from commercial suppliers and were used as received. The ligands 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO) was prepared and characterized as previously described. Crystallography. For crystallization, 1 mM solutions of equimolar Cf-3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO) complex were mixed in a 2:1 molar ratio with Scn, which was then buffer-exchanged into 25 mM PIPES (pH = 7.0), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 0.01% w/w NaN3, and concentrated to ~10 mg/ml protein.
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Diffraction-quality crystals were grown by vapor diffusion as detailed in Supplementary Information, along with data collection and refinement methods. Crystallographic statistics are reported in Supplementary Table S11 . Final models have been deposited in the PDB. complex. UV-visible spectra were calculated at the time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) level of theory. 55 TDDFT equations were solved using a novel new symmetric Lanczos algorithm. 56 Geometries of solutions species were optimized within the COSMO model. The DIRAC code 57 and Dyall's relativistic triple-zeta basis set 58 were used to estimate the effect of atomic spinorbit coupling on Bk 4+ with a 5f 7 8 S7/2 ground state, and Bk 3+ with a 5f 8 7 F6 ground state at the DiracHartree-Fock level of theory. For each atom an average-of-configurations SCF was performed followed by a Complete Active Space CI (COSCI) in the space covered by the 5f 7 or 5f 8 to project out all the states. Additional computational details are provided as Supplementary Information.
